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Cryptocurrencies are now firmly established as the 
new asset class of choice, especially among younger 
investors who are attracted by the dream of high 
returns from being on the right side of its volatility. 
But they have also become synonymous with fraud. 
Last year, crypto fraudsters swindled more than £150m 
from their British victims, while UK digital crime rose 
by more than 30% on 2020 figures, according to Action 
Fraud. In May 2022, NatWest CEO Alison Rose urged 
that Britain was now facing a “pandemic” of fraud as 
the bank continues to combat a wave of crypto-related 
investment scams. 

This year has been characterised by a protracted 
crypto winter with falling values fuelling an increase 
in levels of crypto fraud. A Reuters investigation 
published in July claims that Binance, the world's 
largest crypto exchange, is a “hub for hackers, 
fraudsters and drug traffickers”, having “served as a 
conduit for the laundering of at least $2.35bn in illicit 
funds”, over the past five years. 

The misuse of cryptocurrencies to facilitate illicit 
payments has become subject to even greater 
scrutiny, particularly since crypto operates in a largely 
unregulated space. According to a 2022 Europol 
report, criminal networks that specialise in large-scale 
money laundering “have adopted cryptocurrencies 
and are offering their services to other criminals”.

Gary Cathcart, Head of Financial Investigations at 
the National Crime Agency (NCA), recently told the 
BBC: “There are parts of the cryptocurrency structure 
that are being exploited to launder criminal cash, 
particularly from drug dealing. The growing menace 
of ransomware also utilises cryptocurrencies as its 
payment mechanism.” The Reuters investigation into 
Binance further revealed that between 2017 and 2022, 
the exchange made and received crypto payments 
worth $780m related to the financing of illegal drugs. 

Hired by U.S. government agencies to track illegal 
flows of money, crypto researcher Chainalysis 
concluded in a 2020 report that Binance had 
received $770m of criminal funds in 2019 alone. 
Across all exchanges, criminals received a record 
$14bn in cryptocurrencies and laundered $8.6bn 
of cryptocurrency in 2021, up 30% year-on-year, 
according to Chainalysis’s latest report published 
in January. This further noted that “while billions 
of dollars’ worth of cryptocurrency moves from 
illicit addresses every year, most of it ends up at a 
surprisingly small group of services, many of which 
appear purpose-built for money laundering”. It 
concluded that: “Law enforcement can strike a 
huge blow against cryptocurrency-based crime and 
significantly hamper criminals' ability to access their 
digital assets by disrupting these services”. 
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To date, global regulators have been long on 
rhetoric but somewhat short on regulation. The 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the Bank 
of England have both cautioned investors using 
uncharacteristically strong language to help them 
understand fraud, hacking, and money laundering 
risks. In the U.S, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen 
has repeatedly questioned the legitimacy and 
stability of cryptocurrencies and suggested that an 
appropriate regulatory framework be implemented. 

Notwithstanding these siren voices, bespoke 
crypto regulation has not yet been put in place 
on either side of the Atlantic, leaving an unclear 
regulatory position that does nothing to prevent 
cryptocurrency from being used for criminal 
purposes. Yet, regulation may soon be on the way. In 
July, the FCA’s Chief Executive Nikhil Rathi signalled 
his intention to strengthen cross-border crypto-
asset regulation. In a speech given at a Washington 
DC conference, Rathi told delegates that the U.S. 
and the UK had “agreed to deepen ties” on financial 
innovation and were “exchanging views on crypto-
asset regulation and market developments.”

According to the Reuters investigation, police 
officers and lawyers have told them it is harder for 
fraud victims to recover lost funds when they pass 
through a crypto exchange. In a demonstration 
of pragmatic flexibility, however, the courts have 
been quick to adjust, dealing with this situation 
expeditiously by adapting the current laws of 
England & Wales. 

At a recent interim relief hearing in the High Court, 
Mr Justice Trower delivered a landmark judgement 
which stated that cryptocurrency exchanges 
could be served with legal papers. This grants 
the right to serve these papers on unidentified 
fraudsters who are connected with digital wallets 
over the blockchain by NFT, relating to £2m of 
misappropriated cryptocurrency: roughly £1.8m 
worth of Tether and £190,000 of USD Coin. 

It is the first time that any court in Europe has given 
permission to serve court proceedings on unknown 
fraudsters via a non-fungible token (NFT) and 
only the second time that such an order has been 
granted globally – the first having been made by 
the Supreme Court of New York in June. Given the 
absence of specific crypto regulation, the innovative 
approach taken by the UK courts does at least 
provide some confidence until more substantive 
regulation is available.

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 
arguably the world’s leading regulator, recently 
announced plans to combat crypto fraud by hiring a 
raft of specialist employees who will be responsible 
for protecting crypto investors against cyber-attacks 
and scams. In trying to restrict criminals’ use of 
crypto, regulatory bodies elsewhere have been 
endeavouring to apply control measures using 
current laws and regulations. Many regulations 
are being continuously updated in an attempt to 
counter complex money-laundering techniques and 
dynamic technological evolution. 

But will this be enough? Effective combatting of 
crypto-related crime will ultimately require a step 
change in the scope and scale of crypto-specific 
regulation underpinned by significant multi-
jurisdictional cooperation. But it is far from certain 
that all international key players will fully sign up 
for the cause. The disruptive nature of crypto to 
the established international financial system can 
be attractive to nations whose agenda is not in line 
with the traditional system. Given the borderless 
nature of the blockchain, this means regulation by 
major countries might just be sidestepped. 

There’s a long road ahead. 
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